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CONNECTION TO NATURE 
AND EMPATHY WITH PLACE

INFLUENCING SKILLS
FOR ACTION COMPETENCE

HONOUR AND UPLIFT
MATAURANGA MAORI

NURTURE CREATIVITY TAILORED TO AUDIENCERIGOROUS BUT FUN

Our education principles.
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What is the Litter Intelligence Education Programme?

A flexible programme for teachers and students changing hearts, minds and 
behaviours around litter pollution. 

The programme follows a four-phase education journey that develops 
individuals skills and capabilities in creative leadership, problem solving, 
presentation delivery, storytelling, influencing techniques, community 
engagement, citizen science and much much more.
We take a Think, Feel, Do approach with a series of organised events/activities 
that plug into existing and new school/community based programmes. We 
develop trust, nurture creativity, provide an emotional connection to nature, 
powers of inquiry, the confidence to take social action and to influence others.
The inclusive programme is designed to be tailored to suit a variety of 
educational contexts and age groups, and can be applied to new and existing 
local initiatives.

Overview.
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Four Phase 
Education 
Journey.

Our approach.

Our programme is based on the 
inquiry cycle model developed by 
the Department of Conservation 
where the learner is at the centre of 
learning. 

Learners form and develop an 
inquiry to investigate aspects of 
marine litter pollution and build a 
depth of understanding through 
questioning, thinking and research.
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Lesson NZC Links & Education for Sustainability Learning Objective Overview Pūtātara & NZAEE

Health and PE: Movement Concepts & Motor 
Skills; Relationships with Other People 
Mathematics and Statistics: Geometry and 
Measurement

Equity

Students will be able 
to explain how they 
worked together to solve 
problems.

Students listen to the true story of Yoshi 
and set up an assault course to recreate 
the challenges she overcame on her 
journey home. This session is designed to 
encourage empathy, communication and 
collaboration skills.

Tūrangawaewae: 
Where we stand we 
listen
Experience 
Reflection

Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Science: The living world 
English: Creating meaning 

Interdependence

Students will be able to 
explain why local natural 
features are valuable.

Students take time to give a natural place 
within or around the school, a voice. 
Working in small teams they have to 
justify to the rest of the class why their 
chosen place is special by logging the 
natural life within it.

Tūrangawaewae: 
Where we stand we 
listen 
Kaitiakitanga: Our 
wonderful world 
Experience

Social Sciences:Place and Environment 
Arts: Developing Ideas; Communicating and 
interpreting 
Science: Living world 
English: Creating meaning Interdependence
Interdependence

Students will be able 
to map a natural 
environment in their 
locality.

Students individually complete a week-
long activity in a natural space, special 
to them. They spend time each day 
revisiting the same spot, zooming in on 
the life within the space and the feelings 
it invokes.

Tūrangawaewae: 
Being in and of this 
world
Connectedness

Overarching Aims

Connection to Nature: Increase emotional connection to the natural world
Scientific Inquiry: Increase skills in science inquiry (citizen science)
Action Competence: Increase self-efficacy for environmental action

Key Competencies 

Thinking; Using language, symbols and text; Managing self;  
Relating to others; Participating and contributing.
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Unit plan
LITTER INTELLIGENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMME

Phase key: PRIMING INVESTIGATION ACTION CELEBRATION
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Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
Science: Nature of Science; Planet Earth and 
Beyond; Living World 
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Technology: Technological Knowledge; 
Technological Practice 
Mathematics and Statistics: Statistical 
Investigation; Statistical Literacy
Responsibility for Action

Students will demonstrate 
their ability to conduct a 
safe and scientific survey

Sustainable Coastlines will facilitate a 
litter survey and audit with you and your 
students on your chosen beach. This will 
involve your students measuring out a 
survey area, picking up the litter within it 
and categorising the litter by material and 
product type before uploading it into the 
Litter Intelligence database.

Kaitiakitanga: Our 
wonderful world 
Tūrangawaewae: 
Being in and of this 
world 
Experience 
Knowledge

Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
Science: The Nature of Science; Planet Earth 
and Beyond; Living World 
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Responsibility for Action

Students will be able to 
formulate a question for 
their inquiry into marine 
litter.

This session will be completed during the 
Beach Blast day (see above).

Students will then begin hypothesising 
into what they may find in relation to 
their beach and how they may go about 
collecting this data in a scientific way.

Kaitiakitanga: Our 
wonderful world 
Knowledge

Science: Nature of Science; Planet Earth and 
Beyond; Living World 
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Technology: Technological Knowledge; 
Technological Practice 
Mathematics and Statistics: Statistical 
Investigation; Statistical Literacy
Interdependence

Students will be able 
to identify and justify 
their own conclusions 
regarding a data set.

Students work through conclusions they 
might have come to regarding the data 
Litter Intelligence database - looking 
at their survey in particular. They work 
independently or in small groups to form 
and justify what item, product or material 
may be best to tackle in terms of creating 
a solution.

Kaitiakitanga:Our 
wonderful world 
Knowledge

Science: Nature of Science; Planet Earth and 
Beyond; Living World 
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Technology: Technological Knowledge; 
Technological Practice 
Interdependence

Students will be able to 
explain the journey of 
plastic from production to 
disposal.

The Little Blue Bottle Top Game will help 
students get a wider understanding of 
where plastic comes from and how it can 
make its way into the environment. It is 
an open-ended game allowing students 
to scaffold one another’s knowledge 
without there being a right or wrong 
answer.

Tūrangawaewae: 
Being in and of this 
world 
Whakapuāwai: 
Flourishing ever 
forward
Knowledge

English: Creating Meaning: Purposes 
&Audiences; Ideas
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
The Arts: Communicating and interpreting 
Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
Responsibility for Action

Students will be able to 
communicate a plastics 
issue in their household 
and identify what 
behaviors may be causing 
this to be an issue

Students have identified some of the 
litter issues on their local beach and will 
now attempt to address one of those 
issues in their own home!

Kaitiakitanga: Think 
globally, act locally 
Whakapuāwai: 
Flourishing ever 
forward
Knowledge 
Action Taking
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English: Creating Meaning: Purposes & 
Audiences; Ideas
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
Technology: Technological Knowledge; 
Technological Practice
The Arts: Communicating and interpreting 

Responsibility for Action

Students will be able 
to explain a range of 
different influencing skills 
and justify why they work. 
Students will use at least 
one social influencing 
strategy.

‘Influencing skills’ are not a stand-alone 
session but encapsulated throughout the 
activities in this phase.
During the following sessions students 
will be delving into the world of media 
and how the industry is constantly 
influencing our behaviour and habits 
- even when we think they are not! 
Students will identify these techniques 
and use them within their own 
action solutions to encourage pro-
environmental behaviours. 

Kaitiakitanga :Think 
globally, act locally 
Knowledge
Action Taking

English: Purposes & Audiences
Social Sciences: Identity, Culture, 
andOrganisation 

Responsibility for Action

Students will identify 
the different messages 
presented by different 
media and explain what 
their aims are.

Students will predict their own usage of 
media - how long they spend exposed 
to it, what type of media it is, and how 
engaged they are in it. They will then 
spend one week monitoring their own 
media habits in real time via the Media 
Log.

Kaitiakitanga: 
Think globally, act 
locally
 Knowledge

Social Sciences: Place and 
Environment; The Economic World 
English: Creating Meaning: Purposes & 
Audiences; Ideas
The Arts: Communicating and interpreting 

Responsibility for Action

Students will construct 
a story that aims to 
influence people and 
improve an environmental 
problem.

Students will develop a story using the 
influencing skills they have learned aimed 
at revealing the personal benefits of 
changing one’s environmental behaviour. 
The ‘story’ will be presented back to the 
class in a style that suits them. They will 
receive feedback from their audience in 
order to tweak and improve their story 
and its ability to engage and influence.

Kaitiakitanga: Think 
globally, act locally 
Whakapuāwai: 
Flourishing ever 
forward
Vision for the Future

Social Sciences : Place and 
Environment; The Economic World 
English: Creating Meaning: Purposes & 
Audiences; Ideas
Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
Technology: Technological Knowledge; 
Technological Practice
The Arts: Communicating and interpreting 
Responsibility for Action

Students will work 
cooperatively to create an 
action plan to solve a litter 
issue in their community. 

Students will create a 
detailed report on their 
campaign and present it to 
their peers. 

In groups, students co-construct 
their own solution in response to the 
environmental problem they have 
identified. Each group works to their 
members strengths, checking in with 
the teacher throughout the process. 
Groups will present a final report on their 
campaign to their peers.

Kaitiakitanga: Think 
globally, act locally 
Whakapuāwai: 
Flourishing ever 
forward
Action Taking 
Vision for the Future
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Social Sciences : Place and 
Environment; The Economic World 
English: Creating Meaning: Purposes & 
Audiences; Ideas
Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
The Arts: Communicating and interpreting 
Responsibility for Action

Students will be able to 
devise a way of sharing 
their learning and 
successes with peers, 
whanau and the wider 
community.

Students plan to share their learnings 
and experiences of this project with 
others whether that be the wider school, 
whanau, neighbouring schools, or the 
wider public. They reflect on the project 
using the resources in this final phase. 
Each class contacts Sustainable Coastline 
for a ‘Conference Call’ to reflect on the 
whole LIEP journey.

Kaitiakitanga:
Think globally, act 
locally 
Reflection 
Vision for the Future

Health and PE: Healthy Communities and 
Environments 
Social Sciences: Place and Environment 
Interdependence

Students will be able to 
identify the ways they feel 
connected to nature.

Students complete a quick self-
evaluation survey to measure their 
connection to nature during this 
phase. The other two surveys are to be 
completed during the Celebration phase 
at the end of LIEP. Sustainable Coastlines 
will be able to use this information to 
assess the programme. (Teachers are 
welcome to use this as a self-assessment 
tool too).

Tūrangawawae:
Where we stand we 
listen 
Reflection
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The scope and sophistication of this programme will be determined by the curriculum level of your class and the subject areas you wish to incorporate.  
There is endless opportunity to extend or adapt additional teaching and activities. Lesson timings are only a guide. 
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An innovative approach to nurture 
teacher and student achievement and 
environmental education through  
place-based activities and upskilling.

Students develop empathy, 
communication and cooperative skills. 
Building upon trust, positivity and 
creativity, encouraging a connection 
to nature and in particular your local 
environment. Establish an understanding of 
the processes, commitment and structure 
of this programme amongst teachers and 
students.

The following activities form the core of 
this programme phase. Extensions can be 
added on top.

9

1 Priming. Activities

STUDENT EVALUATION

 Page 10

 15 minutes

YOSHI CHALLENGE 

 Page 13

 45 minutes–1 hour

SAVING SPECIAL PLACES 

 Page 15

 45 minutes–1 hour

MAPPING CHALLENGE 

 Page 22

 5 days
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Phase PRIMING

Date: Success criteria:
Students can complete a survey to self evaluate their connection to nature and self efficacy for 
environmental action 

Resources • Student Evaluation sheets

Teacher reflection / notes:
This evaluation is a key part of LIEP. Sustainable Coastlines will be collecting these anonymous evaluations at the 
conclusion of your LIEP journey. This data will help us understand if we are meeting our educational aims and will help 
us to continue improving the programme. 

Student Evaluation teaching sequence Timing

1 Ensure each student has a copy of the Student Evaluation worksheet

15 minutes

2 Get them to write their name, school and year level on the lines provided

3 Explain to the students that they will fill in the first survey on each page (the ones labelled 
“Priming phase” (The Celebration phase surveys are to be completed at the end of the 
programme). 

4 Remind them to answer honestly and that there is no righ or wrong answer. 

5 Collect the evaluations in and hold onto these until your class complete the Celebration phase at 
the end of LIEP

LESSON 
PLANStudent Evaluation

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION



Name Class

LIEP Student Evaluation OFFICIAL 
VERSION

1.2

Please read the questions carefully and answer them honestly.
For each survey, please tell us how often you agree with the statements by putting a tick in the relevant box using the scale below.

1
Completely 
disagree

2
Strongly
disagree

3
Disagree

4
Neutral

5
Agree

6
Strongly 
agree

7
Completely 
agree

First connection to nature survey 
Priming phase

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I find beauty in nature.

I treat nature with respect.

Being in nature makes me very happy.

Spending time in nature is very 
important to me.
I find being in nature really amazing.

I feel part of nature.

Second connection to nature survey 
Celebration phase

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I find beauty in nature.

I treat nature with respect.

Being in nature makes me very happy.

Spending time in nature is very 
important to me.
I find being in nature really amazing.

I feel part of nature.

"

Age
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LIEP Student Evaluation OFFICIAL 
VERSION

1.2

Please read the questions carefully and answer them honestly.
For each survey, please tell us how often you agree with the statements by putting a tick in the relevant box using the scale below.

Self-efficacy for environmental action survey
Priming phase

1 2 3 4 5

I feel confident in my ability to help protect  
the planet.

I don’t think I can make any difference in  
solving environmental problems.

 I am capable of making a positive impact on  
the environment.

I believe I can help solve environmental  
problems.

Below questions for year 7–13 students only.

I am interested in pursuing science and 
environmental topics, activities, and careers.

I am confident in my ability to participate in 
science to help the environment.

I am motivated to pursue science and 
environmental goals such as citizen science 
activities in the future.

1
Strongly
disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly 
agree

"

Self-efficacy for environmental action survey
Celebration phase

1 2 3 4 5

I feel confident in my ability to help protect  
the planet.

I don’t think I can make any difference in  
solving environmental problems.

 I am capable of making a positive impact on  
the environment.

I believe I can help solve environmental  
problems.

Below questions for year 7–13 students only.

I am interested in pursuing science and 
environmental topics, activities, and careers.

I am confident in my ability to participate in 
science to help the environment.

I am motivated to pursue science and 
environmental goals such as citizen science 
activities in the future.12
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See next page for Yoshi Challenge rules and story.

Phase PRIMING

Date: Success criteria:
Students can communicate and listen to instructions when working as a team.

Resources • Yoshi Challenge Kit - from Sustainable Coastlines and/or any other equipment: ladders, 
cones, blankets, nets etc. for an obstacle course
• Pen/pencil, paper and a timer to record times
• Yoshi’s Story 

Teacher reflection / notes:

Yoshi Challenge teaching sequence Timing

1 Read Yoshi’s story to the students (see below).  Note: You could Google an image of Yoshi to 
present as you read the story. 45 min -  

1 hour

2 Brainstorm with the students about possible obstacles Yoshi might have faced on her journey for 
example, plastic pollution, gyres/currents, sharks, fishing and trade boats etc.

3 Using the kit and other equipment, get the students to recreate these obstacles in the form of an 
obstacle course. It is important there is a beginning and end point - make it known where the 
West Coast of Africa is and where Western Australia/home is!

4 Get students to use their imagination and to take active parts in the obstacles for example, BE 
the shark and make it difficult for Yoshi to get by. Obstacles could have time delays if they are not 
moved through in the correct way.

5 Once the obstacle course is set up, explain the rules below and get started!

LESSON 
PLANYoshi Challenge

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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Yoshi’s Story

This is an incredible true story of a turtle called Yoshi that swam half way around the world to find 
her way home.  

Yoshi’s story started as a young turtle when she was saved by Japanese fisherman off the coast of 
South Africa.  (They named her Yoshi which means ‘good luck’ in Japanese!) She had a damaged 
shell and was struggling to swim.  A local aquarium “Two Oceans Aquarium” in Cape Town, looked 
after her for 18 years until she was ready to return to the sea.  In order to get her fitness up they 
would put her in a human sized swimming pools everyday to swim laps! 

Before releasing her, Yoshi was equipped with a tracker so that scientists could learn more about 
turtles swimming routes and patterns.  She became one of the first ever turtles to be GPS tracked 
and even the general public including many school children could track her whereabouts! They 
would log in everyday to see Yoshi’s progress and noticed lots of funny loops and zig-zags in her 
journey.

Yoshi started what ended up as a 2 year adventure encountering sharks, plastic pollution, fishing 
and shipping vessels and noise pollution. She clocked an average of 47km a day - pretty far and 
fast for a relatively small mammal!

To everyone’s surprise Yoshi ended up in Western Australia with a bunch of other sea turtles.  
Scientists took DNA samples of the other turtles around her and were able to conclude they 
shared her DNA and were therefore her relatives! She had travelled 37,000 kilometres to return 
to the family no one else knew she had.  Yoshi is now having a well-earned rest as she gets ready 
to start her own family.

Rules

• In pairs, students label themselves A and B. 
• Partner B will be blindfolded.
• Partner A will instruct Partner B around the course using only their voice and verbal prompts -   
 NO touching to assist your partner or entering the obstacle course area! 
• The activity is timed by the teacher who will record each team’s time.
• Once completed A and B may swap over roles (optional). 
• Partners must be spun around 3 x before they hear 3,2,1, GO!
• For larger groups, stagger the beginning.

LESSON 
PLANYoshi Challenge
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Phase PRIMING

Date: Success criteria:
Students can communicate and listen to instructions when working as a team.

Resources • Access to Google maps
• Computer, projector/large screen
• Giving a special place a voice worksheet
• Giving a special place a voice - Story Feedback worksheet

Teacher reflection / notes:

Saving Special Places teaching sequence Timing

1 Pull up a map of the school grounds - you can do this using Google Maps. 

45 min -  
1 hour 

2 As a class, identify natural areas (sites) of interest and mark them on the map. These could be 
circled.

3 Divide students up in teams of 4 (students working with others they don’t usually work with).

4 Groups of students select 1 of these areas on the school map to target as their ‘special place’ of 
interest.

5 Allocate each student a copy of the Giving a special place a voice - Log it or Lose it worksheet. 
Read through this together, looking at the example provided.

6 Before despatching, teams have a few moments to come up with a team name, linked to their 
site, which they tell you. This will be important for the feedback session. 

7 Using all the information gathered each group must decide how to retell the story of their special 
place. This can be in the form of a news report, short play, poem, any way they choose.

8 Before practicing for their presentations, Introduce Giving a special place a voice - Story 
Feedback worksheet. This will give students a clear understanding as to what they will need to 
include and how their presentations will be marked.

9 Each group completes a story feedback sheet (one sheet per group) on one another. This is 
completed after the presentation, not during. Each group receives positive praise and possible 
ideas for improvement given from their peers.

LESSON 
PLANSaving Special Places

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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Phase PRIMING

Date: Success criteria:
Students can create an original sensory map of a natural environment.

Resources • Mapping Challenge worksheets
• Log it or Lose it! Worksheets
• Magnifying glass (optional)

Teacher reflection / notes:

Mapping teaching sequence Timing

1 Introduce the 7-day Mapping Challenge using the example and explain that this is the beginning 
of a week-long task. Students then sign the agreement page showing their commitment to the 
challenge.

15 min
x 3

2 Ensure each student also has a copy of the Log it or Lose it! Worksheet which they will fill in each 
time they visit their natural space. (The same sheet used in Saving Special Places)

3 Students actively spend a minimum of 15 minutes per day in nature until they have completed 
Challenge 1, 2 and 3. 

4 Students complete Challenge 4 & 5 for a longer period of time (45 minutes or more if needed).

45 min
x 2

5 The final map design is a combination of all 5 Mapping challenges, which tells a story of events 
and adventures in a quiet place in nature which is special to the student. (Student maps could be 
photocopied, enlarged, painted, collated with others or shared with the rest of the group). 

LESSON 
PLANMapping

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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Students begin their scientific investigation 
into the litter issues within their community. 
They will operate as citizen scientists 
to delve deeper into these issues while 
contributing to the Litter Intelligence 
database. 

The following activities form the core of 
this programme phase. Extensions can be 
added on top.

2 Investigation. Activities

CITIZEN SCIENCE

 1. Beach Blast

 Page 38

 1 full day 

2. Data Analysis

 Page 44

 1 hour

LIFE CYCLE OF PLASTIC 

 Page 46

 30 minutes

MINI MISSION POSSIBLE 

 Page 48

 1 week



Date: Success criteria:
• Students can explain what marine litter is and give clear reasons why it is a problem. 
• Students can conduct a safe and scientific survey and audit.
• Students can justify their own conclusions regarding a data set.

Resources • Dive In worksheet 
• SC will provide a Citizen Science kit including all Health & Safety gear (gloves, sacks etc.)
• Student Job Roles for Survey and Audit
• Audit Task Cards
• LI Website Quiz 
• Access to a devices and wifi

Teacher reflection / notes:

Beach Blast teaching sequence Timing

1 An SC team member will run a quick  presentation to draw out prior knowledge of marine litter. 
Amongst their short presentation, the SC team will do their best to cover any questions and give 
an overview of the Beach Blast so students know what to expect.

 
A full 

school day2 Before we arrive at the beach students can be assigned jobs using the Job Roles worksheet and 
listen to a Health & Safety briefing and identify risks.

3 At the beach: 
i. Students measure out a 100m x 20m rectangle with stakes and measuring equipment. 
ii. Walk in an ‘emu line’ from one end of the survey are to the other, picking up any inorganic 

material on the way
iii. Students complete two sweeps of the area

4 In a sheltered area: 
iv. Litter in the sacks is tipped onto the tarpaulin or, use one of the black bins provided.
v. Litter is sorted into ice-cream containers according to the Litter Categories.
vi. Each category is counted and weighed - you can use the Audit Task Cards to help. 
vii. A teacher or student(s), will then enter this data into the web app where it will be uploaded.

Phase PRIMING

LESSON 
PLAN

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION

Citizen Science

38

See next page for Data Analysis teaching sequence



LESSON 
PLAN

Data Analysis teaching sequence Timing

1 After uploading their data to litterintelligence.org students work in pairs to complete the Website 
Quiz for the data analysis portion of the programme (dependent on year level).  

45 min -  
1 hour 

(included 
in above 

day if time 
allows)

2 Review answers as a whole group and facilitate discussion around the students’ conclusions they 
might have come to regarding their survey and the litter on their beach.

3 Students then decide independently or in small groups to form and justify what item, product or material may 
be best to tackle in terms of creating a solution.

4 Make sure students  justify why they chose this item, they could create their own graph(s) or use 
one from the Litter Intelligence website. They must include data from their  survey but could also 
reference other surveys as further evidence. Type of graphs created will be year level dependent.

5 OPTIONAL: Where’s my plastic going?: Very simple and interactive resources which let students 
drop a ‘pin’ /piece of plastic in the ocean and then watch it move based on ocean currents and 
predictions:  
https://oceanplasticsim.cawthron.org.nz/wheres-our-plastic-going/?map=hg&nosplash

Citizen Science

39
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Job Roles
FOR STUDENTS

OFFICIAL 
VERSION

1.0

How to use this document
This document is to be used to divide students into the roles needed to successfully conduct the 
litter survey and audit. All students are to participate in both survey and audit roles.

There are two sections — ‘Survey roles’ and ‘Audit roles’. All students should participate in both. 
More than one student can do any role. Please use the descriptions to find roles that suit. 

The Health & Safety team are active only during the survey, except for the First-Aid Monitor, who is 
active throughout both.

If it helps, this document can be photocopied and cut into cards to hand out to the students.

Each section has its own director. This is usually the teacher but can also be a responsible student  
(for older groups). 

1.0

1

Survey Area Director (one person — teacher or student)

Duties: delegates roles and makes sure people line up, ready for the start of the survey.

Suits: natural leaders are best suited for coordinating the survey area set-up.

Equipment: this Job Roles sheet!

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

Audit Director (one person — teacher or student)

Duties: delegates roles and makes sure people are working together and working through their task card

Suits: natural leaders are best suited for coordinating the survey area set-up.

Equipment: this Job Roles sheet!

Name:  
                  _________________________________________________

41



Analogue (paper) Wizard  (1 person)

Duties: works with the Digital Wizard, and fills 
in the details on paper. Confirms accuracy of 
information recorded.

Suits: someone who is confident filling in forms, 
good attention to detail.

Equipment: clipboard, pencil and updated 
survey form.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

Digital Data Wizard (1 person)

Duties: records survey information onto the tech 
platform (app).

Suits: someone who is confident using 
technology, good attention to detail.

Equipment: Electronic device logged in to app.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

SURVEY DATA COLLECTION TEAM 
Purpose: collect survey information. Accuracy of 
information is particularly important for these roles.

OFFICIAL VERSIONJob Roles OFFICIAL VERSIONJob Roles 1.0

Survey Roles

SURVEY ROLES CONTINUE OVER PAGE 2

Collection  Team (rest of class)

Duties: identifying litter and non-organic 
material within the survey area and bagging it. 

Suits: people who can focus systematically in 
their area, with a keen eye for rubbish!

Equipment: gloves  and bags

Health and Safety Briefer 
 
Duties: reads out the health and safety briefing 
card and shows all the surveyors the safety 
photos.

Suits: good reader with a loud voice — this can 
be shared among the class.

Equipment: Be Safe breifing card.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

First-Aid Monitor (1 person)

*Role continues through both survey and audit. 
 
Duties: carries the first aid backpack to the 
survey site and assists the teacher as required

Suits: careful and responsible. Able to identify 
risk and warn others.

Equipment: first-aid backpack.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

HEALTH & SAFETY TEAM (2-3 PEOPLE) 
Purpose:  to make sure everyone stays safe during the 
whole survey and audit process.

Site Risk Monitor (1–2 people) 
 
Duties: asks the surveyors to assess the risks of 
the beach (current weather, potential dangers 
etc.,) and records it in the assessment doc.

Suits: good speaker, listener and scribe.

Equipment: clipboard, H&S Risk Assessment, 
pencil.

Name/s:  
                  __________________________________________________
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Malletier and Assistant (2 people)

Duties: marking out the survey area using the 
mallet and stakes. 

Suits: sensible students who won’t hurt 
themselves or others with swinging the mallet 
or stakes around.

Equipment: Mallet, bag of nine stakes,  
safety glasses

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

The Anchor/s  (1-2 people)

Duties:  Width and Length Measurers’ partner. 
Holds down the ends of the tape measures.

Suits: someone who is patient and able to stay 
at the start point until the measuring process is 
complete.

Equipment: 100m tape measure, 30m tape 
measure..

Name/s:  
                  __________________________________________________

OFFICIAL VERSIONJob Roles OFFICIAL VERSIONJob Roles 1.0

Edge Walkers  (2 people)

Duties:  walks the edges of the survey area and 
ensures everyone is collecting within it.

Suits: those who are detail-oriented and have a 
good attention span

Equipment: none necessary but could use sticks 
to draw lines down the survey area.

Name/s:  
                  __________________________________________________

SURVEY AREA SET-UP TEAM (4-10 PEOPLE) 
Purpose: to mark out the survey area and ensure that only rubbish from the survey area is collected.

Equipment Captain (1-2 people)

Duties: hands out and packs down survey 
equipment (can have one Equipment Captain 
for survey and audit).

Suits: somebody extra sensible. Care should be 
taken with this equipment — it’s expensive!

Equipment: everything, before handing it out.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

Width Measurer (1 person)

Duties: measures a maximum of 10m above and 
below the start and end points.

Suits: Somebody willing to walk out to the end 
and back before the survey can start.

Equipment: 30m tape measure.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

Length Measurer (1 person)

Duties: measures 100m along the length of the 
survey area.

Suits: Someone willing to walk out to the end 
and back before the survey can start.

Equipment: 100m tape measure.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

3

Survey Roles (cont’d)
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DATA COLLECTION TEAM (WHOLE CLASS) 
Purpose: working together to complete the audit. Attention to detail is important for all these roles.

Equipment Captain (1–2 people)

Duties: Sets up and packs down equipment.

Suits: Someone careful with equipment and can 
delegate cleaning of equipment if necessary 
before it gets packed away.

Equipment: Audit equipment box.

Name/s:  
                  __________________________________________________

Master of Scales & Verifier (2 people)

Duties: Weighs each category, communicates 
the weight and makes sure scales are always 
zeroed before the next item.

Suits: Two people who can work well as a team, 
good communicators and good with numbers.

Equipment: Scales, spare batteries.

Name/s:  
                  __________________________________________________

Analogue (paper) Wizard (1 person)

Duties: works with the Digital Wizard, and fills 
in the details on paper. Confirms accuracy of 
information recorded.

Suits: someone who is confident filling in forms, 
good attention to detail.

Equipment: Clipboard, pencil and updated 
survey form

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

Audit quality controller (1–2 people)

Duties: Checks inside ice-cream containers to 
make sure categories look correct.

Suits: Someone with good attention to detail 
and familiarity with audit sheets.

Equipment: Litter Categories and Audit sheet.

Name/s:  
                  __________________________________________________

Digital Data Wizard (1 person)

Duties: Records audit information of each 
category onto the tech platform (app).

Suits: Someone who is confident using 
technology, good attention to detail.

Equipment: Electronic device logged in to app.

Name:  
                  __________________________________________________

OFFICIAL VERSIONJob Roles OFFICIAL VERSIONJob Roles 1.0

4

Audit Roles

Sorters and counters (rest of class)
Duties: correctly categories items (e.g., there are 
only plastic lids in the plastic lid category) and 
counts the number of items.

Suits: good communicators and team players. 
They must systematically work through the 
Audit Checklist and wait in line for weighing and 
uploading data.

Equipment: Survey rubbish, audit equipment, 
category list and audit checklist.

4
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Website Quiz
FAMILIARISE  YOURSELF WITH THE LI WEBSITE

OFFICIAL 
VERSION

1.0

Why take the website quiz?
This quiz is designed to help you familiarise yourself with different parts of the Litter Intelligence 
website. Head to www.litterintelligence.org on your device to get started! Follow the instructions on 
the left and enter your answers into the box on the right.

Note: all of the questions relate to Beach data, shown in yellow. 

1.0

Click on the ‘Home’ tab
1 How many volunteer hours have contributed to this 

project?
2 What is the current average number of items per 

1,000m2? 
3 What does the dark yellow indicate on the first graph? 

(Note: this changes to dark purple once clicked on).
4 Looking at the same graph, what survey site has the 

highest litter density in New Zealand so far?

Click on the ‘Data’ tab
5 Use the search bar to type in your region. Then chose a 

beach survey that has been completed near you. 
Survey site chosen:

6 How many items were collected in total? 

7 What category has the largest amount of litter? 

8 What are the top three items within that category? 

Click on the ‘Insights’ tab
9 How many litter items have been collected overall?

10 What is the most commonly found material (e.g., plastic, 
rubber) on our beaches?

11 Click on ‘Create Comparison’, and have a go at 
comparing two data sets by Location.

Survey sites that you compared:

12 What did you find out with your comparison?  

13 How might Location Type affect litter density?  
(For example, urban vs rural sites)

Click on the ‘Action’ tab
14 Have a read through some Action stories and choose 

your favourite one!
Favourite Action story:
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Date: Success criteria:
Students can build upon their own, and contribute to others’ understanding of the life cycle of 
plastic.

Resources • The Journey of the Little Blue Bottle Top card game

Teacher reflection / notes:
Further breakdown of some concepts may be required e.g., carbon, climate change, emissions, consumers, 
production, etc.

Phase PRIMING

LESSON 
PLANThe Life Cycle of Plastic

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION

Instructions

• Blue - Life Cycle Stages cards
• Orange - Power/Energy cards (inputs)
• Yellow - Pollution cards (outputs)
• Red - Transport cards
• Dark Green - Money cards
• Light Green - People cards
• Purple - Solution cards
• Blank - Add-on cards 

Life Cycle Stages (blue): These cards strongly need to be considered, as they represent important 
stages in the overall life cycle journey:

• Raw Material - an unprocessed material that will be used to make goods, energy or products
• Extraction -  the process of removing a substance from the ground 
• Refining - the process of removing impurities or separating a substance into different chemicals
• Manufacturing - the large scale production of items using machinery
• Distribution - methods for moving items among groups or spread over an area
• Retail - the sale of goods to the public
• Use - the action of using something for its intended purpose
• Disposal - the action or process of getting rid of something

Blank Add On Cards 
• Add-on cards are extra additions. They should be selected and used alongside any cards you 
believe would enrich the story being presented. They could also be an opportunity for students to 
offer solutions that are not already in the pack. 
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Life Cycle of Plastic teaching sequence Timing

1 Gather all group members together with a pack of the Life Cycle/Blue cards. (Take a small group 
of about 10 if you only have one card pack).  

30 mins +2 Shuffle the cards and place them in a stack in the middle of the group. 

3 Each member of the group takes one card at a time and takes a turn sharing with the group some 
information about their card(s). It is OK if they are unsure, encourage them to have a go! 

4 Together the group discuss further about how the cards are connected or where that particular 
card may sit within the life cycle. Once there is some agreement the member can places their 
card to show the journey of connections. Repeat until all blue cards are gone.

5 Next you can introduce the other cards one colour at a time e.g. all the Yellow/Pollution cards, 
and repeat the process by stacking them and placing them one at a time with a justification. (The 
other colours are optional depending on your year level. Some concepts may require further 
unpacking e.g. emissions, energy, inputs and outputs). 

6 Photograph each groups life cycle to share with other groups and discuss as a whole class. Focus 
on alternative soloutions to different stages/cards and where humans can intervene to have a 
positive impact. This is important to get them thinking about their own soloutions or actions. 

LESSON 
PLAN

Prompting Questions for facilitating 
 
Yellow/Pollution: Are there any potential pollutants to land, air or water at any of these stages? How might 
this card pollute the environment?  
 
Light Green/People: Where do you see People fitting into the life cycle? What type of person appears 
where and what part do they play? How often do they appear? Can this person have a positive/negative 
impact at any point? What kind of [character] would you be - one that is pro-environmental? Or pro-profit? 
 
Green/Money: Where do you see Money fitting into the life cycle? Who has the most? Where can money 
be fed in to make a positive/negative change? Where would YOU want money to spent? 
 
Red/Transport: Which countries are responsible for each stage / how might this affect the types of 
transport used? How do you get your groceries? Do we have these facilities in NZ? 
 
Orange/Energy: Where does this card get it’s power from? What kind of energy might be used in this 
process? 

Life Cycle of Plastic
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Date: Success criteria:
Students can identify a plastic problem in their household and offer at least one alternative 
solution

Resources • Mini Mission Possible worksheet 
• What Possible Solutions Can You See? Worksheet
• Tools Presentation Feedback worksheet
• Heat Gauge worksheet

Teacher reflection / notes:

Mini Mission teaching sequence Timing

1 Reflect back to the Beach Blast, thinking carefully about the different plastic objects found. 

30 mins

2 Encourage students to think carefully about their daily, weekly routine, (also including that of 
their families). Ask the question:“How many times are you and your family using single use plastic 
in your household?” E.g., black plastic rubbish bags, glad-wrap, plastic milk cartons etc.

3 Students could think about a typical day from waking up, showering, dressing, eating breakfast 
etc. re-playing in their head all the plastic items they may encounter.

4 Hand out blank Mini Mission Possible worksheets, using the completed example to help explain 
the rules of the mission to the students. Clearly explaining each of the following 5 areas in which 
the students will be documenting and presenting back on. The worksheet itself is completed at 
home as students work to combat a plastic product in their household.

1 week 
home-
based

Phase PRIMING

LESSON 
PLANMini Mission

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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57

Students reflect on their action 
competence and develop an action plan 
to make positive change in the community 
regarding litter. Students are given time 
and resources to take action. This may 
connect directly to other subject learning 
objectives.

The following activities form the core of 
this programme phase. Extensions can be 
added on top.

Action. Activities3

WAKE UP TO MEDIA

 1. The Biggest Trick of All

 Page 58

 1 hour 

2. Media Pass

 Page 65

 1 hour

CONSUMER  TO PRODUCER

 1. What’s in a Story?

 Page 69

 1 hour 

2. Design Development

 Page 78

 1.5 hours

BIG IDEA

 Page 82

 6 weeks



5
8

Date: Success criteria:
• Students can make conclusions about their engagement with different media. 
• Students can identify some of the objectives different media might have.

Resources • The Biggest Trick Of All worksheet
• Access to the ‘Social Experiment: The shocking effects of junk food advertising!’ video by  
      Bite Back on YouTube
• Media Log worksheet 
• Media Pass worksheet (front and back)
• Access to the ‘#HydrateLike Plastic Service Announcement, Lonely Whale’  video on  
      YouTube or other chosen media/ad

Teacher Reflection / Notes:

The Biggest Trick of All teaching sequence Timing

1 Read through The Biggest Trick of All worksheet together. Ask: What do we mean by the word 
media? What are the different types of media? 45 mins 

- 1 hour
2 Play students “Social Experiment: The shocking effects of junk food advertising!” By Bite Back on 

you tube. Discuss the students feelings and opinions towards the video. Ask How are we being 
sold to? Do you think you get influenced like this? 

3 As a class brainstorm and record on the board what types of media do they think are most 
popular and why? Where and when might they use or watch this media? How much time do they 
think they spend using/exposed to this media?

4 Introduce students to the Media Recording Prediction worksheet. Refer to the Media Recording 
example sheet to help.  Ask the students to have a go at filling their own worksheet in for 
themselves. (We are looking for students to make predictions about how much time they think 
they are spending, prior to the investigation).

5 Using different colour pencils for each, begin colouring in the different reasons for using media 
under the ‘Purpose’ column (as shown in the example). Every time students interact with any 
form of media, they document it by drawing a symbol to best describe the type of media used 
and the level of engagement the student has when watching it.

6 Hand out blank copies of the Media Recording Reality worksheet to take home. Students are 
given 1 week to carry out their own investigations, identifying different types of media and how 
much time they ACTUALLY spend interacting with it.

1  week 
home-
based

7 Upon completion students can share and compare with the rest of the group. 
Were they accurate with their previous predictions? Any differences/similarities?

Phase PRIMING

LESSON 
PLANWake Up to Media

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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Phase PRIMING

Wake Up to Media

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION

Media Pass teaching sequence Timing

1 Hand out blank Media Pass (front). Students can draw a self portrait in the empty box provided 
along with completing the information on it (name, date, hobbies etc.). The idea of this exercise is 
to start giving students an insight into ‘Target Audience’.

45 mins - 1 
hour

2 Explain to the students that they will be watching a video. You could choose an ad, Tik Tok video 
or short You tube clip relevant to their age or our example video which is an anti plastic campaign 
‘#Hydrate Like Plastic Service Announcement, Lonely Whale’ on You tube.

3 Introduce the Media Pass (back). Discuss the questions that students will need to think about 
while watching the chosen media.

4 Play the video/media you have chosen 

5 Allow students time to complete the Media Pass (back) individually. (You could play the video 
again especially if it is short). They can paste the front and back together to complete the ‘pass’.

6 Discuss answers and note down key themes in regards to what they liked or thought ‘worked’ in 
this video (humour, catch phrases, data/facts, celebrities, colours, pace etc.) These are important 
as they will be techniques that students can use in their own actions later on.
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Date: Success criteria:
• Students can develop a story using at least one social influencing strategy to change 

behaviour

Resources • What’s in a Story? (One copy for teacher only)
• Stories Motivate and Inspire worksheet 
• Solution Story worksheet
• Design Development worksheet
• Final Design worksheet
• Solution Story Record worksheet
• Heat Gauge worksheet

Teacher Reflection / Notes:

What’s in a Story? teaching sequence Timing

1 Talk through the  What’s in a Story?  Worksheet, identifying the different types of stories as well 
as the 3 main parts found in most successful stories (situation, complication, resolution). Get 
students to give examples of this structure e.g.. Disney movies, lotto ads etc..

45 mins 
 - 1 hour

2 Talk through Task A on the Stories Motivate and Inspire sheet.

3 Refer to the Solution Story worksheet. This is intended as a plan/guide, to test their own ideas, 
for their later presentations. Students can use this structure to help plan their own captivating 
storyline to tell the story of their chosen plastics issue.

4 In pairs or as a group, students populate the simple structure of situation, complication and 
resolution. 

5 Just like a cartoon strip, students can either draw or write what is happening in their story. It is 
important to remind students they are not writing a whole story, simply summarising and helping 
to visualise the 3 parts at this stage.

6 OPTIONAL - Task B: Guided Visualisation Confidence to Succeed
If students are stuck with Task A, get them to read through the Guided Visualisation Confidence 
to Succeed independently and follow steps.

Phase PRIMING

LESSON 
PLANConsumer to Producer

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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Design Development & Presentation teaching sequence Timing

1 Prior to developing their Solution Story further, refer to the Solution Story Record sheet. Clearly 
read through, explaining to students exactly what they will need to add into their stories in order 
to receive positive feedback e.g.. data, images, more than 1 solution etc..

1 hour -  
1.5 hours

2 Using the Design Development worksheet, students further develop their story to include the 
above requirements into their storyline in different ways. They may have to adjust their storyline 
or characters slightly to include all or the necessary detail e.g.. you may need a narrator or visual 
to incorporate the data in a natural way. Ideas can be drawn or written depending on strengths. 
Students do not have to have 4 different ideas but it can help to have options and ensure all 
members contribute ideas.

3 Once groups are in agreement with their storyline, it’s time to plan using the Final Design 
worksheet and prepare for their presentation.

4 Encourage students to be creative in their approach, presenting back in a style that suits them, 
e.g. In the form of a news report, a play, a documentary, a song, or a dance. So long as it tells their 
story around single use plastic, including all information found in both their Solution Story and 
Solution Story Record worksheet.

LESSON 
PLANConsumer to Producer
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See next page for teaching sequence

Date: Success criteria:
• Students can enact an action plan tackling litter in their community with minimal teacher 

support. 
• Students can work cooperatively towards achieving shared goals.
• Students can prepare and deliver a detailed report about their activities in the class.

Resources • Project Proposal worksheet
• Storyboard worksheet 

Teacher Reflection / Notes: 
Students are given the choice to work individually, in pairs, or as part of a small group. Building upon their previous 
knowledge around litter data, they are required to develop and act on a plan to make positive change in their 
community regarding litter. They can either work on an existing data driven idea from their Consumer to Producer 
challenge, start work on a new one, or combine any previous ideas shared amongst the group. They must feel strongly 
enough about this idea to want to develop it further, into their BIG IDEA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phase PRIMING

LESSON 
PLANBig Idea

ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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Big Idea teaching sequence Timing

1 Introduce Project Proposal worksheet (1 per group), using the example worksheet to help 
with explanations. Encourage students to also refer back to their Wake up to Media challenge, 
considering target audience, messaging etc.. When deciding upon the ‘Type’ of product to 
create, students need to be supported and encouraged to work to their own individual strengths. 
There are some great examples on Litter Intelligence under the Action tab if students need some 
inspiration!

1 hour -  
1.5 hours

 
 

2 When deciding upon a product to create, it is important to remind students of the time frame 
involved. As a facilitator you will need to help students manage their time accordingly and help 
set realistic goals in which they can successfully accomplish, within the time frame e.g.. The 
average length of a commercial is 2-3 mins. We don’t want this to become a short movie!

5 Introduce Storyboard worksheet, using the example worksheet to help with explanations. 
Provide students with several blank copies of the storyboard worksheets, as well as ‘post its’ in 
which stages of production can easily be planned, drafted out and moved around if needed, prior 
to completing the final storyboard. If working in pairs or small groups, students are only required 
to complete one master copy (which all have contributed ideas to) this can later be photocopied 
for other group members.

 
 

1 - 2 weeks 
to refine 

idea

6 It is important to emphasise the flexibility of the storyboard as stages planned may well change. 
Students need to be ready to expect the unexpected and adapt accordingly.

7 This portion continues over many weeks so that students can create a robust ‘Big Idea’ or action 
solution. Students work in small groups and refer to their Project Proposal and Storyboard to 
guide their final product. Teachers will need check in points along the way and may need to 
facilitate.

4 - 6 
weeks

8 Students can present back to the rest of the group in any form they choose. Encourage students 
to give one another positive, constructive feedback. Allow students time if needed to make any 
final changes before organising the Celebration Phase of their journey. 

LESSON 
PLANConsumer to Producer
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Following a prolonged effort from teachers, 
students and parents, we acknowledge the 
learning and action of the students making 
time for meaningful reflection. 

The following activities form the core of 
this programme phase. Extensions can be 
added on top.

Celebration. Activities

CELEBRATION CHALLENGE

 Page 90

 Open evenings, assembly, prize giving

REFLECTION & EVALUATION 

 Page 95

 1 hour

4
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Date: Success criteria:
• Students can share what they have learned with an audience
• Students can explain what they have learned and how they have demonstrated action 

competence.

Resources • Computer, projector, filming device
• Tools Presentation Feedback worksheet
• Final P.E.P Presentation Feedback worksheet
• Heat Gauge worksheet

Teacher Reflection / Notes: 

Celebration teaching sequence Timing

1 All groups take turns presenting their chosen LIEP aspects (it could be their entire journey or just 
their final action).  All presentations will need to be recorded for students, teachers to reflect on 
with Sustainable Coastlines staff at a later date.

1–2  
hours

2 The facilitator, peers or audience members are required to complete a Final P.E.P Presentation 
Feedback worksheet for all students presenting. This is a great way for students to compare their 
scores from where they began their LIEP journey to now.

LESSON 
PLANCelebration Challenge 

Phase PRIMING ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION

Teacher Strategies
We want everyone to celebrate and reward students’ achievements, including that of the facilitator. Proudly 
recognising and valuing all efforts made. The format for presentations is very open. As a facilitator you 
may decide to showcase only the final products. We do however strongly advise to capture (record) all 
presentations, so students can reflect upon progress made.

Open Invitation
Where possible the final stage of celebration should be shared with friends, family, school and the wider 
community. Possible ways/platforms used for sharing this event could include: open evenings, school 
assembly, write up in the local newspaper, social media, school website, school newsletter.

Presentations 
We want students’ presentations to encourage, inspire and motivate others to make positive changes for a 
better future - the wider the audience the better!

As a facilitator It is important to set every student up for success. Ensuring all technology is actively backed up, 
loaded and working, as well as having everything in place prior to the event. This is not the time for surprises 
and students should feel confident they are fully supported. Resources needed will vary, depending on the 
style in which students choose to present. 
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Date: Success criteria:
• Students can reflect on what they have learned with their peers and others

Resources • Student Evaluation sheets
• Reflections worksheet

Teacher Reflection / Notes: 

Reflection & Evaluation teaching sequence Timing

1 Hand out the Student Evaluation sheets that we partially completed during the Priming phase.

1 hour

2 Ensure each student completes the last survey on each page (titled Celebration phase).

3 Get each student to cut along the dotted cutting line before handing them back to you. (This is to 
keep the surveys anonymous). 

4 Organise a date with Sustainable Coastlines for a ‘conference call’ to gather final feedback and 
thoughts from your students. They can fill in the Reflections sheet to help guide this discussion. If 
Sustainable Coastlines are in the area they may even pop in!

5 Send all Student Evaluations in an envelope to Sustainable Coastlines physical address.

LESSON 
PLANReflection & Evaluation 

Phase PRIMING ACTION CELEBRATIONINVESTIGATION
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